Mathematics Teachers’ Pedagogical Competence: How is the Attitude of the Mathematics Teachers in Teaching?
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Abstract—Pedagogical competence is the ability of teachers in managing to learn. This study was designed to review the pedagogical competence of high school math teachers and their attitudes in teaching. Pedagogical competence in this research will be reviewed from two aspects, that is knowledge aspect and skill aspect. Aspects of knowledge are measured using tests and skill aspects measured using questionnaires. Mathematics teachers’ attitude is reviewed by observing during the learning process and using an instrument adapted from attitudes towards mathematical modeling inventory. The sample of this research is 6 mathematics teachers from 3 high senior school with a different category. Based on these findings, mathematics teachers’ attitude in teaching accordance with their pedagogic competence and school characteristics also guarantee how teachers decide their learning process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Teachers become one of the important elements of education. Teachers are people who are very influential in the teaching-learning process, their roles and responsibilities in education is very heavy and hard [1]. Teachers have a great influence and role during the learning process to achieve the goals of national education [2]. Teachers have an important contribution to determine students achievement, the combination of initial cognitive abilities and teachers affective will affect 65% of students achievement and if supported by the quality of learning, the combination will affect 90% of students achievement [3]. Therefore, teachers need to improve their knowledge and skills to improve and explore their teaching practices [4]. Furthermore, teachers should really bring their students to the objectives to be achieved. Teachers must be able to influence their students. Considering this description, it is important for teachers to be competent [1].

Teacher competence needs to be discussed deeply so that teachers’ potential in teaching can be improved [4]. This competency should be owned by every teacher in order to achieve success in learning and teaching [5]. Therefore, teachers must be aware that the practice of teaching is complex and they have to understand that teaching occurs in certain circumstances and requires constant decision making [6]. Besides that, attitude is one of the primary watchdogs for mathematics teachers’ professional classroom behavior and they profoundly impact on decision making in any mathematics classroom [7]. Teachers with positive attitudes towards the subject likewise stimulate favorable attitudes in their students [8]. Furthermore, teachers’ attitudes towards mathematics affect students’ attitudes and achievement. [9].

The teacher must be familiar with the pedagogical competency of their subject-matter. Otherwise, the teaching would be marked by inconsistencies and thereby leading students to virtually learn nothing from the lesson [6]. Competence is defined as the performance, condition, and standard required so that the competence is more than just a job description or work activity [10]. Competence is seen as an ability to apply knowledge and skills [11]. Competence is sufficient skill and understanding to do a certain kind of work satisfactorily [12]. Teacher competence influences a teacher’s values, behaviors, communication, goals, and teaching practices [10]. Therefore, teaching competence is a set of teachers’ abilities, knowledge, and beliefs and is also used to create an effective learning process [12]. In this case, competence can be discussed in many dimensions [4]. This research will be limited to the pedagogical competence of mathematics teachers and their attitude.

Teacher pedagogical competence is the ability of the teacher in managing learning which includes learning program planning, learning process management and assessment [1]. Teacher pedagogical knowledge encompasses all the cognitive knowledge necessary to create an effective learning and teaching environment [13]. The effect of enhancing teacher pedagogical skills is generated gradually toward students, whereas when teachers improve pedagogical skills, student achievement will also increase [14]. Pedagogical competencies consist of knowledge and skills; successful teaching depends on deep knowledge, links theory and
If this study is to review 6 mathematics teachers, the purpose of this study is to review 6 mathematics teachers pedagogical competence from knowledge and skill aspects. The six teachers are selected from 3 schools with different categories (high, medium and low categories). Then, this study also wants to know how is this six teacher attitude in teaching.

II. METHOD

In this study, which is carried out to reveal the pedagogical competence of mathematics teachers and their attitude in the learning process, descriptive-qualitative research method was applied. Qualitative research is a research aimed to describe and analyze the phenomena of people individually or in groups. The research participants are six mathematics teachers in three Senior High Schools. These schools were selected from 53 schools that have been grouped into three categories, which is high, medium and low. School grouping was reviewed based on mathematics national examination and the categories were adopted from Widoyoko [31]. The reasons for choosing schools is that the researcher wants to review the difference between teacher’s attitude in teaching from different school categories.

The method of choosing the participants is voluntary and random sampling. Therefore, we have 2 mathematics teachers from each category, that are T1 and T2 from the high category, T3 and T4 from the medium category, T5 and T6 from the low category.

The research data were collected by three tools of data collection, that are the test and questionnaire to measure the pedagogical competence of mathematics, especially test to measure knowledge aspect and questionnaire to measure skill aspect. To answer the research question about mathematics teachers' attitude, instrument hence known as the Attitudes towards mathematical modeling inventory (ATMMI) were used. Each state has set the Likert scale attached to it (e.g., strongly positive, positive, neutral, negative, and strongly negative) and the respondent must choose one for each item. All the instruments to be used are validated by an expert judgment to see their consistency. The dimensions and number of items in each instrument are presented in Table 1.

| TABLE I. DIMENSION AND NUMBER OF ITEMS IN EACH INSTRUMENT |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| **Aspect** | **Instrument** | **Dimension** | **N of item** |
| Pedagogical | Test | Learning theory | 2 |
| Pedagogical | | Principle of learning | 2 |
| Pedagogical | | Approach/strategy/method/technique | 2 |
| Pedagogical | | The principle of curriculum development | 2 |
| Pedagogical | Questionnaire | Assessment techniques | 2 |
| Pedagogical | | Characters of Student | 4 |
| Pedagogical | | Understanding student characteristics | 11 |
| Pedagogical | | Using learning resource | 3 |
| Pedagogical | | Using technology | 7 |
| Pedagogical | | Implementing learning | 11 |
| Pedagogical | | Evaluating learning | 13 |
| Pedagogical | | Applying method | 9 |
The collected data will be analyzed using descriptive analysis based on the qualitative research method. Analysis of data includes phrases interpretation of findings obtained. To review mathematics teacher pedagogical competence and attitude in learning, the result of the test and instrument were interpreted into five categories that adopted from Widoyoko [31]. On the other hand, data collected from observing were analyzed using thematic analysis approach.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pedagogical competence of mathematics teachers viewed from the aspects of knowledge and skills can be seen in table 2. Determination category based on 5 levels of categories (very good, good, fair, poor, very poor) that adopted from Widoyoko [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>N of item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Communicating</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-confidence</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that teachers $T_1$ and $T_2$ from high category have the good pedagogical competency, and $T_3$ from medium category also has good pedagogical competency. Meanwhile, a teacher $T_4$ from the medium category, $T_5$ and $T_6$ from low category have fair pedagogical competency. Based on observations, this condition can also occur because the completeness of facilities owned by schools with high categories can encourage pedagogical skills of mathematics teachers to be better. Meanwhile, on the other hand, low schools have limited school facilities. In addition, teachers who teach in schools with high categories presented the implementation of learning in line with the lesson plan.

The attitude of the teachers’ teaching is measured using Attitudes Toward Mathematical Modeling Inventory (ATMMI) [28]. The attitude of the teachers’ teaching is presented in table 3. This instrument consists of 4 dimensions namely value, enjoyment, self-confidence, and motivation as follows.

Table 3 shows that teachers from high category have good teaching attitudes. Furthermore, a teacher who comes from a medium category has a teaching attitude with a fair category and the other one gets a poor category. While the others who come from schools with low category have the attitude of teaching with poor category too. Teachers in low categories also have low enjoyment and motivation in teaching. Based on observation, communication between teachers and students does not occur in two directions and some students do not pay attention to the learning process.

In addition, based on observation of mathematics teachers in schools with high categories have teaching attitude that can encourage student activeness in learning, putting ideas and asking questions. The lesson plan prepared by the teacher also matches with the conditions that occur in the classroom. These findings show that teachers who teach in schools from high categories have good pedagogical competence and attitudes. Based on these findings, the researcher suggests that teachers who teach in enough and less categories of schools to enrich knowledge and hone skills and train themselves to have a fun teaching attitude for students.

IV. CONCLUSION

Teachers who come from a school with high category (based on Mathematics National Examination’s average) have good pedagogical competence and attitudes. A good national examination result was also encouraged by mathematics teacher pedagogical competence and their attitude. It is also influenced by school facilities because the school with high category has adequate facilities. Their attitude in teaching also makes students comfortable and eventually it can improve student achievement. Teachers from medium and low category get a poor category for pedagogical competence and attitude. Especially teachers with low category have low enjoyment and motivation. This condition effect poor teachers’ attitude.
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